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I spoke with Martha today as a follow-up to my preliminary conversation with Steve yesterday. Here is what 

she told me, and unfortunately it is different that what Steve apparently thought was the case:Martha has 14 

archive boxes, each containing approximately 800-1,000 of HSCA numbered files consent releases that need 

to be interfiled. She has been putting new RIFs that Chris Wilhelm is doing as they are completed (old RIF off, 

new RIF on), but not interfiling them yet. Her plan was to wait until Chris was done with all of the RIFs before 

starting the interfiling. Martha is going to check with Chris on where she was on the RIFs; she thought she was 

almost done. She will get back to me on Tuesday.I told Martha that this was priority for us. She was very 

cooperative and cordial. I offered our assistance on the interfiling. She is going to talk to Steve about the 

project. Martha's estimate, based on similar interfiling projects with other documents, is that it would take 

one person about a month to complete the job. I'll give you an update on what Chris and Steve report to 

Martha, after she calls me back on Tuesday.To: Jeremy Gunn/ARRBcc: From: Tom Samoluk/ARRB Date: 

10/09/97 02:58:50 PMSubject: Conversation With Steve on Interfiling of HSCA RecordsI spoke with Steve Tilley 

regarding the HSCA interfiling. Although he wanted to consult with Martha before saying this unequivocally, 

Steve said that the HSCA interfiling was up to date. Martha will call me on Friday (she is out today) to confirm 

that this is the current status.
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